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The complicated structure of the condensate of a free boson gas in two dimensions with mixed 
boundary conditions is examined. 
PACS numbers: 05.30.Jp 
I. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREM 
It has been shown in recent papers l •2 that there exist 
three types of condensation in the free boson gas: 
(I) Macroscopic occupation of a finite number of 
single-particle levels. 
(II) Macroscopic occupation of an infinite num-
ber of single-particle levels. 
(III) Nonextensive condensation (no levels ma-
croscopically occupied). 
In this paper we will present an example of type II. Let B L be 
a finite region in R d with volume L d and let E I < E f <E t· .. 
be the spectrum of the single-particle Hamiltonian H L; then 
[if we assume that exp( - (3H L ) is trace-class] the mean num-
ber (n k ) L of particles per volume in the k th state for a free 
boson gas is given by (in the grand canonical ensemble3) 
(nk)L =_1_ /(L) , 
L d e71k - t(L) 
( 1) 
where 1Jf = E t - E t and t (L ) is the positive solution of 
(2) 
P is the mean number of particles per unit volume. The ther-
modynamic limit is the limit in which L __ 00 and the number 
density P is kept fixed. If the spectrum of HL is such that the 
critical density Pc, defined by 
Pc = lim lim ~ L (e71f - t ) - I, 
,11 L~oo L k 
(3) 
is finite, then condensation of type I, II, or III takes place if 
P > Pc' In the case when HL = - ~ /2 (with Dirichlet or 
Neuman conditions on the boundary aB L of B L) the critical 
density Pc is finite only for d> 2. However, if we impose 
attractive boundary on the eigenfunctions, then Pc is finite 
for all dimensions d = 1,2, .. · . This was noticed by Robin-
son4 and discussed in detail by Landau and Wilde.s The rea-
son that Pc is finite in this case is that the attractive boundary 
conditions cause a gap in the single-particle spectrum: 
Ef - Et >g, for somej> 1 and all L >Lo. (4) 
It was noticed before by Bijl, De Boer, and Michels6 that a 
gap in the spectrum will change the thermodynamical 
properties. 
In this paper we will take HL = - ~ /2 and impose 
position-dependent boundary conditions. We will see that 
they lead to condensation of type II for d = 2 and of type I 
for d = 1, d = 3, .... If the boundary conditions are position-
independent, then there is condensation for P > Pc of type I 
only (as in Ref. 4). Let us take for BL the cuboid 
BL = IXE R d:O <XI <L, ... , 0 <Xd <L l 
and let the boundary conditions be 
a¢ 
- = - 0' ¢ for XI = L,O <x2 <L, ... ,O <Xd <L, 
aXI 
¢ = 0 for any other point ofthe boundary. 
(5) 
(6) 
The boundary conditions are said to be attractive if 0' < O. We 
have expressed all lengths in units (/3~/m)1/2, where/3is the 
inverse of the temperature times Boltzmann's constant. Let 
I <P t I be the eigenfunction of the Laplacian in B L with 
boundary conditions (6) so that 
-~~<Pt=Et<Pt· 
Then 
<P L = (~)d 12 (1 _ sin2L (2Ek, )1/2) - 112 
k L 2L (2Ed1/2 
d 1Tk X· 
xsinx l(2Ek,)1/2 II sin--'-I , j~2 L 
d rr k 2 Ef: = Ek, + L --2-1 j~2 2L 
k = (ki" .. ,kd)' 
k j = 1,2,3, .. · (i = 1, ... ,d), 
and I Ek , l are the positive solutions for E of 




ordered so thatE, <E2 <E3 .•.. ForO'< - IlL andL>I, the 
spectrum is approximately given by 
Ek , -(rr/2L 2) (k, - W, kl = 2,3,· .. , (10) 
while there is a bound state with energy 
EI - -~/2. 
Our main result is the following: 
(11) 
Theorem: For P <Pc, t (L ) tends to the positive solution 
of 
00 t n P= ~ e- nif12. n~1 (217'n)d 12 
For P > Pc, t (L ) tends to 1 as follows: 
t (L ) - 1 - 1/ AL 2, d = 2, 
tIL )-1 - 1/(p - Pc)L d, d = 1,3, .. ·, 
00 e - nif/2 
Pc = L (2 )dI2' n~1 17'n 
(12) 
(13) 
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and A is the unique solution of 
I (r (k~ -1)+~)-1 =P-PC' 
k,=1 2 A 
We see that due to (13) and (1) 
I, <) {[(r/2)(k~-I)+1/A]-1 1m nk L= 
1,--.00 0, 
kl = 1, k2 = 1,2,3,... } 
d=2, 
kl = 2,3,···, k2 = 1,2,.·· 
I. <) {p-Pc, 1m nk L = 
1,--..., 0, 
k = (1, ... ,1)} d #2. 
k #(1, ... ,1) 
(14) 
(15) 
It follows that in two dimensions there is macroscopic occu-
pation of an infinite set of low-lying single-particle states 
(condensation of type II) whereas in 1,3,4,.·· dimensions only 
the ground state is macroscopically occupied (type I). 
This can also be seen by looking at the scaled spatial 
particle density v L defined by 
vdu) = L /(L) [cPt (Lu)]2. 
k e'lk-;(L) 
(16) 




= d (17) 
(p-Pc)D(1-utl II 2sin21TUm +Pc, d>3, P>Pc' 
m=2 
p, d>l,p<pc' 
where UE B I and /j (1 - U I) is the Dirac delta function sup-
ported on the hyperplane U 1 = 1. We see that the expressions 
[apart from (12) and (13)] are identical to the corresponding 
expressions for the free boson gas in the presence of an exter-
nal field of power form in one direction (see Ref. 1). This is 
for the following reason: The attractive boundary condition 
causes a gap in the spectrum and forces the wavefunction to 
have a maximum near the attractive boundary. The same is 
true for one-particle Hamiltonian with an external potential 
with an absolute minimum at the boundary (and Dirichlet 
boundary conditions). We will give a sketch of the proof 
using the ideas of Lewis and Pule.7 
II. SKETCH OF THE PROOF 
Let/L (z) be defined by 
I" ( ) _ 1 ~ n '" - n'lf JLZ--£.,Z £., e . 
Ldn=1 {k,k,=I} 
The first step is to show that for zE[O,I] we have 
(18) 
• 00 zn 
hm/L(z)= L e- ncr12. (19) L~oo n = I (21Tn)d12 
This can be done using the asymptotic behavior of the E t for 
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large L given by (8) .... ,( II). Since it follows from (1) and (2) 
that for each L > 0 and P > 0 there is always a unique 
; (L lE[O, 1 )wefind that if ; (L ) tends to;E[O, 1) for L-+ 00, then 
00 rn 
P= L ~ e- ncr/2 
n = I (21Tn)d 12 
+ lim ~ I;n L e-n'lf. 
L~oo L n= I {k,k, = I} 
Since 
lim ~ I;n [ I exp -n~ (k 2_1)]d-1 
L~oo L n = I k = I 2L 
<lim_l_~;n(l+ L )d-I=O, L~oo L d n~1 (21Tn)1/2 
We arrive at Eq. (12). Suppose now that ;(L )-+1; then 
(20)' 
Ll d n~1 [;(L )]n {d~~" I} e - n'lt -P - Pc' (21) 
Equation (21) implies that for d = 1 we have macroscopic 
occupation of the ground state. So for d = 2 we have 
1 00 ;(L) 
J:i k~1 e,rlk' - 1)/2 _; (L) -+P - Pc, (22) 
from which it follows that; (L )-1 - 1/AL 2, where A is the 
solution of (14), For d>3 we have the following estimate: 
_I '" ;(L) 
L d £., L {H, = I} e'l> - ; (L ) 
;(L) 
1-;(L) 
=-d L 'I/(L) 
L (H, = I l e k - ;(L) 
k #(1. .... 1) 
1 
<-d L L 
L I H, = I l e'lk - 1 
k #11 ..... 1) 
d 00 00 (nr ) <-d L L exp --2 (k 2 - 1) 
L n=lk=2 2L 
[ "" (nr )]d - 2 X L exp --2 (k 2 _1) k= I 2L 
< d ~ -n,rIL' L (1 L )d-2 J:i n~1 e (21Tn) I 12 + (21Tn)l/2 
d2
d 
L"" -n,rIL' L (1 L d- 2 ) <-- e +----Ld n=1 (21Tn) I 12 (21Tn)ld-2)/2 ' 
which goes to zero as L-+oo. So for P >Pc 
1 ;(L) 
J:i 1- ;(L) -p -Pc' 
(23) 
(24) 
and we have macroscopic occupation of the ground state 
only (condensation of type I). 
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